Effective, hands-on training for construction crane operators featuring high-quality visual modeling and authentic hardware controls for advanced realism throughout the training process. Gain real, transferable skills with custom training scenarios enhanced by the control and monitoring ability of the advanced instructor station.

**PRODUCT FEATURES**
- Office Environment
- Turnkey System
- Basic Curriculum
- Practical Exam Practice Scenario
- Analyze and Review Operator Performance

**BENEFITS**
- Gain Familiarity of Crane Controls
- Improve Hand-Eye Coordination
- Practice Proper Load Control
- Gain Skills without Endangering Equipment or Personnel
- No Fuel or Crane Maintenance Costs
- Reduce Training Time
SPECIFICATIONS - HARDWARE
• Laptop Computer
• Crane Controls
• VR Headset (1)
• VR Sensors (2) with Support Tripods (2)
• Traveling Case

SPECIFICATIONS - SOFTWARE
• Student Performance Assessment Tools
• Warehouse Arena
• Adjustable Crane Parameters
• Different Control Sets
  o Pendant
  o Belly-Box
  o Cabin Controls
• Multiple Loads
  o Pallets with Barrels, Steel Parts and Bags
  o Pipe
  o Stamping Dies
  o Compressor
• Certification Test Exercise
  o True Vertical Lift
  o Barrel and Circle Targets
  o Zig-Zag Course with Elevated Bar
  o Chain Laydown
  o Hand Signals

OPTIONS
• Curriculum (Self-Paced)
• Scenario Editor
• 360 Degree Bird’s-Eye Viewer